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January 2016
Jan 6 Business Meeting, Signature 7 pm
Jan 13 General Meeting – Movie Night

Jan 16 Fly-in : Bermuda Dunes
Coordinate with Colleen 714-757-2051

Jan 24, 2016—Winter Workshop—San Carlos
Feb 3 Business Meeting, Signature 7 pm
Feb 10 General Meeting—
White Elephant Auction—Start collecting
your goodies that need to be “re-homed” for a
great cause (Supporting scholarships).
Apr 22-24, 2016—Spring Section Meeting
Flabob Airport/Riverside

What a great way to
start our new year—
Aviation Movie
Night!
Home of Cynthia
Jensen-McMullin
(Directions will be
emailed)
Hangar Flying
Meeting (note time)
Movie
Hangar Flying

Refreshment Committee
The following members volunteered to bring refreshments:

Diane Myers
Lena Wilson
Michelle Qi

OUR MISSION --The Ninety-Nines is the
International organization of women pilots that
promotes advancement of aviation through
education, scholarships, and mutual support
while honoring our unique history and sharing
our passion for flight.

6:30
6:50
7:00
8:30

Pam Doddridge
Blair Hu

According to our refreshment rotation—the following members
are on deck for goodies:

Colleeen Handrahan
Pam Hengsteler

Sarah Hufnagel

It’s a Wonderful Life!
Dear Orange County Chapter members,
Here we are in a brand new year. I thought I would take this time to remind you of
our successes in 2015.
January – We learned many things about helicopters and differences between fixed
wing and rotorcraft. Helistream was a very gracious and informative host. Pat P &
Irene E attended the Southwest Section Winter workshop in Camarillo.
February – Our sometimes raucous White Elephant auction added to our scholarship
fund. Thanks to CJ McMullin for opening her home for this fun event. The setting is
so perfect; we are having this month’s Movie Night back at CJ’s. Tashi Sammi wrote
her clever “Recipe for a First Solo” which was published in PT and 99 News.
Montgomery Field was the destination for the fly-in to keep us proficient. Lina Shi
received her private license and went on to help form the new China Section.
March – Eleanor T & Barbara W attended the WIA conference. Our general meeting was hosted by Irene Engard with
educational games and prizes. 14 members flew to Santa Barbara for lunch at the Santa Barbara Yacht club hosted by
Arlene Wilske’s parents. Our chapter website and FaceBook page were updated by Amy Davis. Celia V & Diane M
reinforced the value of our international 99s friendships with a trip to Santiago, Chile. As a chapter we created 435
participation points towards Air & Space Education recognition.
April – We learned about ballooning from Ventura County member Peggy Watson. Our meeting was held at SNA Admin
building and included an exciting display of the balloon burners by soon to be member, Robin McWilliams. The month
ended with our Southwest section meeting in Temecula, attended by Irene E, Shirley M, Eleanor T and Barbara W.
May – We received “hands on” training in the proper use of a fire extinguisher from Orange County Fire Authority, Fire
station #33 on the field at SNA. Thanks to the shift in magnetic north, we had the privilege of painting the newly aligned
compass rose on the field of KSNA/JWA airport. Pam Doddridge helped out the Fullerton Chapter on Fullerton Airport
Day. Our flying proficiency trip was to Gillespie (KSEE) to meet with San Diego 99s.
June – We celebrated our Pilot of the Year – Arlene Wilske – at our POY Banquet. Section Governor, Barbara Crooker
attended and officiated the installation of new officers. Cheryl Cotman earned her Private Pilot License.
July – Irene E, Pat P, Blair H and Lina S attended the International Conference in Munich, Germany.
August – Our “once a year” Saturday meeting was at Acapulco Restaurant. Marikay, Patty M, Colleen, Celia, Linda E,
Diane M, Alex D, Ewurabena, and Melody participated in the Big Bear Air Fair. Pat P, Linda A, Patty M, Diane M, Diane TM
and Celia attended Oshkosh.
September – Our Annual Meeting was held inside Showcase Gallery, surrounded by work from local artists. Karen
Vaughn and Kim Nobles achieved their Private Pilot Licenses.
October – We hosted a pot luck dinner for the KSNA fire station firemen but our guests of honor came late to dinner due
to a belly landing on the field. Some members attended Flying Expo in Palm Springs. Flying proficiency took our pilots to
Casa Machado at Montgomery Field. Irene E, Celia, Pat P and Diane M attended SWS Meeting in Santa Cruz.
November – New member/All member night was celebrated at Pam Doddridge’s home. We gathered several LARGE bags
of goodies which were distributed to our military families via the USS Midway.
December – Holiday celebration luncheon was held at Newport Landing Restaurant. We donated many gifts and toys to
Orangewood Children’s Home. Members Pam D, Pam H, Patty M, Alex C, Colleen, Becky, Melody, and Diane TM gathered
up cookies and goodies, found their way through the fog and presented them to our tower personnel, OC Sheriffs and our
firemen at Station 33.
Happy New Year…..We have an extra day to do good things!

Your fearless leader, Irene

Airport Appreciation Night 2015
In was a dark and foggy night… when our fearless members struck out on the OC99's yearly mission to
show our appreciation to the hardworking SNA controllers, firemen and sheriffs. It was so foggy, in fact, that
the terminal lights would go in and out of sight about every 15 minutes from the tower side of the airport. It was quite a
sight to see airliners popping out of the mist right above the lighting rabbit on very short final. This is something one
doesn't often see. Some airlines diverted to other airports after missed approaches. All three groups were happy to see
our goodies. They not only showed us 'Bad Boy' videos, but gave us a tour of their two helicopters inside the hangar.
We saw the fire station's new magic-marker lime green vehicle. This small 'truck' is very versatile. We learn so much on
Airport Appreciation Night as the recipients of our goodwill always teach us something we don't know. Not sure who
benefits most from the event, but don't miss Airport Appreciation Night 2016!
—-Diane Titterington-Machado

Our annual Airport Appreciation event was a great success yet again this year! On Wed. evening, Dec 9, approximately
ten 99s (and 3 gentlemen) gathered at the base of the Control Tower for our first stop with cookies and desserts for our
wonderful controllers who work so very hard to help keep us safe. Since tours are not allowed, a couple of controllers
met us outside, thanked us profusely for the treats and took them upstairs to share with the rest of their co-workers. I
was once told by a controller at Palomar that a little caffeine and sugar keeps the controllers on their A-Game, so it was
nice to know that the 99s could help out with that half of the equation! My favorite controller, Carlos, sent a text the next
day with pictures of our treats, asking me to thank the 99’s for the desserts. Everybody really enjoyed them.
Our next stop was the Orange County Sheriff Department Air Support Unit. We were greeted by Officers Erik and Tim.
I have had the good fortune to go on ride-alongs with both, and I can say unequivocally they are two of my favorites.
They listened to and answered our questions with both patience and professionalism. We then watched a video compilation of the helicopter FLIR (Forward Looking Infra Red) in action. Whoa, they have an exciting job! Next, down to the
hanger where they keep Duke One (when it’s not on the tarmac waiting to fly) and their newest acquisition, the Huey,
used for Search & Rescue. The Huey had just been fitted with a hoist, designed to hold 600 lbs, but I had to test it out
myself just to be sure. The Sheriffs definitely liked the cookies, but Becky Valdez played a clever joke: She filled a
Winchell’s Donut box with a beautiful assortment of chopped vegetables and ranch dressing! Both the guys dug into
that with gusto.— By Melody Lidell

The Katharine Wright (Sister of Orville and Wilbur) Memorial Trophy is presented annually to a
woman "...who has contributed to the success of others, or made a personal contribution to the
advancement of the art, sport, and science of aviation and space flight over an extended period
of time."
This year's recipient was Patricia Pearce, Deputy Chief of the High Speed Systems Division at the
Air Force Research Laboratory, for dedicating over 28 years to advancing the state of the art in
hypersonic propulsion systems and aerospace system fueling technology in addition to serving as a
mentor for female engineers and students pursuing careers in Science, Technology, Engineering and
Math (STEM).
The Katharine Wright Memorial Trophy is presented jointly by The Ninety-Nines and the National
Aeronautic Association (NAA). The National Aeronautic Association is a non-profit charitable
organization dedicated to promoting aviation and space flight.
Sent by Pat Prentiss

Pat Prentiss, 99
and NAA Board
Member with NAA
CEO and President,
Jonathan Gaffney

USAF Colonel Joel Luker, Pat
Prentiss, Patricia Pearce and
Brianna Liberio (Patricia's
daughter)

The USS Midway Aircraft Carrier Museum in San Diego has an annual Holiday drive to collect stockings
and gifts which are in turn delivered to the Marine Corp Air Station at Miramar for further
distribution to the Marines that are deployed or going to deploy and their families.
The Orange County 99s have been a part of this tradition for some years now. The items gathered
by the Orange County 99s are driven down to the USS Midway and dropped off there at their pickup
point during the month of November each year.
Patty and Colleen are the “usual suspects” for this trip to the Midway. The coordinator of this
event on the USS Midway and the Officer in Charge of this program at Miramar Marine Corp Air
Station usually write a thank you note to the Orange County 99s after the Holidays.
(Colleen Handrahan & Patty & Peter Murray drove down to deliver the 99s gifts to the Midway on Nov 23)
Trudi Lang of the USS Midway sent the following note thanking our 99s for our donations this year:
Hi Patty,
I got everything packed up for delivery to Miramar on Dec.1.
Thanks so much for your donations. Happy Holidays to you and the 99s,
we so appreciate your generosity.
My best, Trudi Lang

Patty’s trunk full of
gifts from the OC 99s
for the military

Patty & Colleen
at the Midway

Annual Flight to Las Vegas for Birthday Lunch
By Melody Liddell
For the past 2 years fellow 99 Ewurabena Mensa-Wood and I have flown to Las Vegas (actually KHND) in my
Piper Cherokee, to celebrate our December birthdays, hers on the 27th and mine the 30th. In lieu of buying
each other gifts, we have decided each year from now on that we will fly my airplane to Las Vegas for lunch,
giving an entirely new meaning to the term “ladies who lunch’.
Since Ewurabena would be in Ghana for most of December, we needed to celebrate early, so on November
27, the day before our planned departure to Vegas, I decided a flight to Corona to fuel-up would be prudent.
Now, in my 25+ flights with Ewurabena (in numerous aircraft, but primarily
mine,) over the past 3 years, I have learned that she loves a good, long
cross country, and I prefer quick, little puddle-jumps around the LA Basin,
so when I asked if she would join me on a little jaunt to Corona, and she
gladly accepted, I was so pleased. We decided after fueling to walk over
to the restaurant for lunch and hash out the details on
our iPads for our Vegas flight the next morning. Back
at John Wayne, I made a smooth enough landing that
we were both confident the airplane could be used
again for our morning flight. (haha)
Melody & Ewurabena at Corona

We met at my plane at 9:00 am Saturday morning, checked weather again, both enroute
and at Henderson. Completely CAVU all the way! After climbing to 7,500, heading 030,
we were on our way. It took us roughly 1hr 50 minutes (I am in a Piper 160 after all), but
it was a completely enjoyable and uneventful, ‘no surprises’, routine flight. After landing
at Henderson and parking, we caught a cab to the Strip. Our restaurant of choice was
the beautiful Mon Ami Gabi, at the base of the Paris Hotel. Last year we had salads
(what were we thinking?) so this year decided to splurge on filet mignons; turned out
to be an excellent choice! After we finished lunch, we both took a look outside and
realized we should probably start heading back to John Wayne. I personally am not
too thrilled with the idea of flying over mountainous terrain at night in a single engine
airplane, but hey, that’s just me. So a quick cab ride back to Henderson, but: *funny
story side-note* The cab driver asked us if we had a flight to catch; we looked at each
other and said ‘yes’, then he asked ‘what time do you depart?’, and we couldn’t help
but giggle and say ‘whenever we feel like it’. (I’m sure many 99s have had similar
stories….) Anywhoo, the flight home was equally uneventful and unchallenging, just
like the flight there, so much so, that there is nothing I could even embellish! We landed back at John Wayne at dusk, dressed my plane in his overnight gear, and went our
separate ways.
I can’t wait for next year! Same destination, same
restaurant; a new tradition born…….

Return flight at 8500’
<—Lake Arrowhead
Almost sundown —>

Angela Munoz First Solo
How can you describe a solo? For me this was like kissing a piece of heaven. I have
done so many wonderful things in my life, and soloing ranks at the top with adopting
my daughter and giving birth to my other one. Soloing for me was knowing that all
the countless hours of sitting at my desk going over every airport chart, every
runway, all the diagrams that I could possibly get my hands on, were worth it. I felt
like a small child who goes and rides a bike for the first time with their parent and
then the parent suddenly lets go without the child knowing and they soar for their
first time by themselves. I was apprehensive but so happy. The joy and excitement
that radiated from my body, knowing that I just accomplished a dream, words will
never be able to describe the happiness and exhilaration that came through me the
moment the wheels touched on my last touchdown to confirm I had officially done my three solo landings. I felt like a true pilot
that day and it is one of the most amazing and wonderful experiences of my life.
I will never be able to thank my instructor Carol Bennett enough for teaching me and giving me a gift I never thought I would
love. And, thanks to the 99's for being so encouraging.
-Angela Munoz

Angela works as a Flight Attendant for Southwest.
Maybe one day she will be piloting the one on
the left instead of the one on the right??

On Nov 25, 11:30am Carol texted:
Angela just soloed. Yay!
One of our newest 99s soloed this morning
Yay! Girl power!

On Dec 21, 2015, at 12:03 PM Carol Bennett wrote:
John completed his PPL checkride this morning with Lyn Carlson
Thank goodness - another one out of the way. Now I can go on vacation and relax a bit ! You know how it goes!
Carol
On Dec 21,2015 2:31 PM John wrote:
I couldn’t have done it without Carol ~ she’s been a real find.
John
Followed shortly by:
BTW, I should also mention that Lyn was the best. She really made it very
comfortable for me; what a nice lady! I like her a lot.
John
John Chan, new PPL ~
smiling after his checkride
with DPE Lyn Carlson

Carol Bennett and
John Chan

Carol Bennett has been a very busy—and Successful—CFI lately!

Merry Christmas to the Orange County Ninety Nines
Fly Safely and enjoy the holidays.

Secretary. Carol—Vice Chairman, Becky—Chairman, Irene
Wishing you happy holidays.
Carol is looking for Lena—but alas—Lena is with her family.
Becky, Linda and Diane were presented with Piston Awards for helping to keep our
Chapter ticking along smoothly.

Colleen—Celia—Diane—Patty—Angela (who soloed in December)

Ewurabena and Cheryl

Jennifer—Irene—Alex

Dear Chapter
Kim—Shirley—Angela (photo bomb—Irene)

Alan & I want to thank you
for the kind gift certificate
to Seasons 52—our favorite
place to dine.

Irene

Doris’ nephew—Doris—Don—Alex—Jennifer—Pam—Dave
Shavonne—Barbara—Ewurabena—Melody—Eleanor—Trudy—Bill

Sarah—Alex—Robin

And a good time
Angela—Diane—Rod

was had by all.

Carol—Cheryl—Becky

Kim—Shirley

Chris—Celia—Colleen—Peter—Amy—Patty—Linda

Diane—Kim—Kim’s Mom

MERRY CHRISTMAS IN 2015 & HAPPY LANDINGS IN 2016 TO ONE AND ALL !!
What a delightful place this is! It truly is the Taj Mahal of all assisted living. We have a lovely
apartment on the first floor overlooking the beautiful courtyard. Besides a door off the hall, we
have an outside door. The entire staff sees to it that all the residents here are comfortable, and
that all our needs are met. I’ve joined the "Red Hatters" whose purpose here is to give
performances for the patients in the health clinics. What a rewarding experience that is. In
joining this group, I’ve found my voice again. I’ve also joined the "Quaker Notes" choir. What
fun! The Quaker Notes choir is very busy with many performances this time of year. (Our
"Quaker Gardens" name has recently changed to "Rowntree Gardens".)
Since Vince and I have outgrown fixing our own meals and doing dishes, we are enjoying the
gourmet meals in a lovely dining room . While dining, there’s any number of residents we can
share a meal with. We’ve found each person living here has an amazing life story to tell! The
positive attitude everyone shares is definitely contagious. That goes for the staff as well as the
residents. You ask about activities? Every month the activity chairmen outdo themselves with
bus trips to entertainment sites as well as to shopping malls. They provide us with professional
entertainment, including vocalists, pianists, violinists, choirs, bell ringers, guitarists, movies,
documentaries, etc. Besides all this...the library here is marvelous!
Speaking of books, I’m busy still working on my memoirs. There’s no getting bored here! Time
flies when you’re having fun. Except for living independently, this is the best place for us to be.
We are much blessed.
So hope all is well with you and yours. We so miss seeing you, but neither of us drive at night
or the freeways any longer....don’t want any trouble. Those tailgaters drive us nuts. Also,
we’ve given up flying....still have our airplane. It is our identity, after all.
Our Christmas will be enjoyed with our family at our son’s, Paul, and his wife’s, Gail, home in
the shadow of Mt. Baldy. Lots of family friends, grand kids and great grand kids will be there.
LOVE TO YOU & YOURS !!
MAY THE BLESSED LORD KEEP YOU IN THE PALM OF HIS HANDS ALWAYS !
Mary & Vince Van Velzer

Editor’s note: We will be traveling to this magical place for our April meeting.

Flying In The Rain… Or, Participation During Precipitation
So, if all the El Niño predictions for this winter come to pass, it might be raining outside, but it maybe not be
IMC. Lots of times the visibility beneath a rain cloud may be quite good, or the rain
may be falling between you and your destination but not at either end.A while
back, I flew from Corona down to Gillespie (San Diego) to visit a friend and
there were cumulus clouds at 11,000 ft with some obvious precipitation below
them in a few places. The freezing level was higher than my planned en route
altitude, so I wasn’t worried about any ice. (In fact, I was rather hoping to get
my plane washed off a bit by the rain.) Also, no lowering of the clouds
was forecast, though I kept very a careful eye on the weather that day.
There are, of course, some precautions and things to think about when flying around in wet winter weather.
Now all this isn’t meant to be seen as scare tactics (after all, some of the things listed in this article only
happen in really extreme cases), but it is meant to be a friendly reminder of some of the things that are
associated with flying in the rain, sleet, or snow (stay away from hail!!) in the winter. If you head out to fly in
the rain, you might want to give some thought to the following:
Visibility in the rain may be reduced - especially if the rain is heavy
 At any speed below about 100 KIAS, the visibility through the windshield will be greatly diminished
(no wipers on the little planes we fly)
 Be prepared to do a 180 turn or to steer around a rain cell
 Other aircraft may not see you on the other side of a rain cell, so be especially watchful for other
aircraft - keep all of your external lights on, too
 It's easier to get visually disoriented (especially at night) due to all the light reflections off of the
clouds and wet surfaces - especially when circling to land after an instrument approach – so include
more visual references in your scan
Leaks can show up in lots of places
 Leak check the aircraft periodically to make sure the seals are still ok
 Keep some small towels around just in case - they're great for stuffing into cracks (better yet, have
the leaks fixed)
 If water seeps behind the panel, electrical problems could ensue
 Charts can get wet, and that can render them all but useless - especially IFR approach charts
(again, towels are helpful - also page protectors). If you use an iPad, you REALLY don’t want to get
it wet!
 If one of your nav lights has a cracked lens the bulb could crack due to exposure to water and temp
differential
 Fuel cap seals may leak - be sure to double check for water in the tanks
Noise levels can increase dramatically in a rain shower
 Your communications will be more difficult - even with headsets you'll have to listen
more carefully
Rain may cause unpleasantness under the cowling
 Carb ice is more likely and even planes not prone to carb ice may develop some
 Alternator belts may slip, depending on installation, and that could cause a problem - especially if
there is an unusually heavy electrical load, such as extra lights and nav radios because of the
torque required to generate the extra current
 Water may seep into closed places like spark plug wire insulation and cause misfiring (this actually
happened to a B36-TC Bonanza a friend of mine was flying some years back) or cause electrical
problems
Take-off distances will be greater
 Any standing water on the runway will slow the take-off roll
 Beware of running through water with only one wheel - it could pull you
sideways toward a ground loop (another good reason to taxi at a walking
speed!)
 A heavy rain brings a down-draft that can push you back down toward the runway (watch out for
microbursts!) – if you can wait to take off until a heavy rain cell passes, it would be very sensible to
do it.

Landing distances will be greater
 Watch out for microbursts, etc. on final (don't be like the jet landing a few years ago at DFW - if it
looks bad, wait a few minutes for the storm cell to pass)
 Standing water can greatly diminish brake efficiency due to lessened tire adhesion with the runway
surface - worst case is hydroplaning which happens at or above about 60 mph
 Be prepared for skidding, especially if your tires are low on tread and the runway is not grooved (i.e.
land at as slow a speed as possible)
Rain and hail can be hard on the paint
 Raindrops hit at the true airspeed of the aircraft, so you may want to slow down to help minimize the
peppering effect on your paint job
 Hail can cause airframe (and windshield) damage if it's big enough and you're fast enough –
ALWAYS fly around it, but if you suddenly find yourself in it and cannot deviate, fly as slow as
reasonably possible (dictated by rough air)
Cloud types have different characteristics
 Cumulus clouds:
o Often hold large, heavy raindrops that turn into clear ice (heavy and hard to get
rid of)
o There is often good visibility under clouds
o Turbulent air is often present in and below, but not as much above
 Stratus clouds
o Often have smaller raindrops that become rime ice (isn't as heavy and can break off in
chunks - it's full of air and can shed faster than clear ice)
o Often poor visibility under these clouds
o Generally smooth air in, below, and above
 T-storm clouds
o Contain hail and possibly extreme turbulence – AVOID AT ALL TIMES!!
The Ice Monster- ice can form on the:
 Wing leading edges
 Horizontal and vertical stabilizer leading edges
 Prop
 Wheels & brakes - slush or mud can freeze in the wheel wells and when you land, it will be as if your
brakes were on
 Antennas - may be even broken off by either the impact of ice leaving other parts of the aircraft or by
vibration due to weight of ice near the end of the antenna
 INSIDE of control surfaces - Preflight the water drain holes in control surfaces and fuselage (if
present) so you don't end up with a huge block of ice inside that can cause imbalance or
aerodynamic vibration (flutter)
 Note: If the rain has turned into snow, you have less to worry about because it
doesn't usually stick to an airframe (it's also MUCH quieter)
Again, this is intended to be a somewhat comprehensive list of things to consider – not an
“OMG the sky is falling” message. It’s my hope that you’ll use your good common sense while flying this
winter.  (More about winter flying next month!)
Have a safe flight!
Claudia Ferguson
Safety, SFV 99s
FAA Accident Prevention Counselor
© CK Ferguson 2016

From your
PlaneTales
Team…….
Why this issue
is delayed.

Many thanks to all contributors who sent in articles in a somewhat timely manner.
The real work begins after all the stuff is received.

Happy January Birthdays!
1
4
11
12
15
17
20
25
26

Brenda Jackson
Maddy Mearsch
Charlene Hengesh
Jennifer Allen
Caroline Kinsbergen
Pat Prentiss
Barbara Ward
Diane Titterington Machado
Adrianne O'Brien
OUR MISSION

The Ninety-Nines is the international organization of women pilots that promotes
advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and mutual support
while honoring our unique history and sharing our passion for flight.

Join us Online
Chapter Website - http://oc99s.sws99s.org/new
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com

To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

